Active control for flutter suppression and limit cycle oscillation of a wind tunnel wing section is presented. Unsteady aerodynamics is modelled with strip theory and the incompressible two-dimensional classical theory of Theodorsen. A good correlation of the stability behaviour between simulation and experimental data is achieved. The paper focuses on the introduction of a nonlinearity in the plunge degree of freedom of an experimental wind tunnel test rig and the design of a nonlinear controller based on adaptive feedback linearization. To demonstrate the advantages of the nonlinear synthesis on linear conventional methods, a linear controller is implemented for the nonlinear system that exhibits limit cycle oscillations above the linear flutter speed. The controller based on adaptive feedback linearization outperforms the linear control strategy based on pole placement. Whereas feedback linearization allows to suppress fully the limit cycle oscillations, the pole placement fails to achieve any reduction in amplitudes. 
I. Introduction
The work detailed in this paper is part of the development of a systematic approach to flight control system design for very flexible or very large aircraft. [1] [2] [3] In this paper, in particular, the focus is on the exploitation of an approach to model reduction for flutter suppression of a wind tunnel aeroelastic system. The conference manuscript will include aspects of control design based on analytical models, and the implementation and validation to extend the flutter boundary of a wing section mounted in a wind tunnel, with emphasis on the integration of numerical methods in experimental practise.
Previous work by the author has focused on gust loads prediction and alleviation using standard control techniques based on H ∞ and H 2 . There is, however, a large number of alternative control algorithms available, and these are briefly summarised below. While these controllers were applied for gust loads alleviation, it is desirable that the control algorithm is effective to suppress unwanted effects, e.g. flutter or limit cycle oscillation (LCO).
Active control has been widely applied in experimental investigations for flutter suppression using control surfaces 4 and also for gust loads alleviation. 5 In Ref., 6 the stability threshold for a two degrees of freedom aeroelastic system was increased by a nonlinear energy sink, based on the principle of nonlinear energy pumping. In Ref.
7 a nonlinear controller based on feedback linearization was applied on a wind tunnel model with a continuous stiffening-type structural nonlinearity to suppress the vibrations. The controller implementation was also tested when an uncertainty in the nonlinear pitch stiffness was present.
Nonlinearities in aeroelastic system induce pathologies such as LCO under certain circumstances and there is limited study of the active control of these nonlinear aeroelastic systems. A linear controller can in general stabilise the nonlinear system but empirical evidence suggests that stability is not guaranteed in strongly nonlinear regimes. Reference 8 designed a nonlinear controller based on a partial feedback linearization. The limitation of the approach is that it depends on the exact cancellation of the nonlinearity. In Ref., 9 a linear quadratic Gaussian control that takes into account a control input delay was designed and applied to control an experimental wind tunnel model for flutter suppression.
More recently, control design has been shown for stability augmentation and gust load alleviation in flexible aircraft.
10 A common approach is to fully account for the nonlinear structural behaviour while simple linear aerodynamic models based on two-dimensional theory and panel methods were used for the aerodynamics. Some attempts applied adaptive and nonlinear control techniques in aeroelastic systems. Recent advances in adaptive control and especially in L 1 adaptive control theory made possible the application of adaptive controllers for the control of uncertain nonlinear systems.
11 This design uses a state predictor similar to indirect adaptive systems however the control input is obtained by filtering the estimated control signal. L 1 adaptive approach has been applied for the wing-rock control 12 and missile control. 13 Reference 14 developed an L 1 adaptive controller for a prototypical pitch-plunge two-dimensional aeroelastic system in the presence of gust loads. Other techniques of adaptive control such as model reference adaptive control have been applied at a flexible aircraft problem by using a rigid aircraft as a reference model and a neural network adaptation to control the structural flexible modes and to compensate for the effects of unmodeled dynamics.
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The paper continues in § III with a description of the aeroelastic wind tunnel test rig. Then, the numerical model used in this work is detailed in § III. Adaptive feedback linearization is presented in § IV, followed by an overview of experimental and numerical results in § V. Finally, conclusions are given.
II. Wind Tunnel Nonlinear Aeroelastic Test Rig
A flexible wing section was tested in the University of Liverpool wind tunnel. This tunnel has a maximum operating speed of around 20 m/s, which is well above the designed flutter speed of the model. The wing section in Fig. 1 is mounted horizontally and is supported by adjustable vertical and torsional leaf springs. The wing section consists of a NACA 0018 aerofoil, with a chord of 0.35 m and a span of 1.2 m. The total mass of the system is around 6.5 kg. The control surface is driven by a V-stack piezoelectric actuator, and the maximum deflection is ±7 deg. Two laser sensors are mounted externally to the working section to measure the displacements of two points attached to the aerofoil shaft. The pitch and plunge degrees of freedom are readily available from these measurements. Preliminary tests were made to guarantee that the flexible modes of the wing, e.g. spanwise bending modes, are well above the pitch and plunge frequencies, and a separation of over one order magnitude was found. More details on the (linear) baseline aeroelastic wind tunnel model were presented in Ref. The experimental rig was then modified to introduce a concentrated hardening nonlinearity in the plunge degree of freedom. The design follows Ref. 17 The nonlinearity in the restoring force on each end of the aerofoil is realised by a clamped cable under tension, which acts as a hardening spring. Figure 2 shows the system of cables used to introduce the nonlinearity in the wind tunnel rig. The tension in the cables can be varied by altering the weights hanging at the free ends of the cables passing over the pulleys on both sides of the aerofoil. Thus, the strength of the nonlinearity is adjusted as required. At present, a weight of 2 kg is hung on each side, and the force-deflection profile was found by applying known, equal, downward loads at each end of the aerofoil and measuring the deflection. A non-contact laser displacement sensor was used to measure deflection. Figure 3 shows the measured points for the nonlinear case along with a polynomial fit. The nonlinear relation between vertical force and plunge displacement is formulated as
where the stiffness constants K ξ 1 = 7.886 × 
III. Aeroelastic Model
The aerofoil section shown in Fig. 4 has two degrees of freedom that define the motion about a reference elastic axis (e.a.). The plunge deflection is denoted by h, positive downward, and α is the angle of attack about the elastic axis, positive with nose up. The motion is restrained by two springs, K ξ and K α , and is assumed to have a horizontal equilibrium position at h = α = 0. Structural damping in both degrees of freedom is also included in the system. A trailing-edge flap, which is assumed massless in this study, is used in combination with an active control system to extend the stable flight region and for gust loads alleviation.
Undeformed Position e.a.
c.g. Figure 4 . Schematic of a two-degree of freedom aeroelastic system; the wind velocity is to the right and horizontal
The motion of the system, without control surface dynamics, is described in non-dimensional form by
The lift coefficient, C L , is defined positive upward according to the usual sign convention in aerodynamics. The plunge displacement is positive downward. Hence, the negative sign in front of C L in Eq. (2). Nondimensional parameters are defined in the nomenclature. Note also that the above equations are formulated in terms of a non-dimensional time, τ , based on the aerofoil semi-chord and freestream speed, τ = t U ∞ /b. The above model of the pitch-plunge aerofoil system, with an appropriate model of the aerodynamics, is used in this work to simulate the dynamics of the wind tunnel nonlinear aeroelastic test rig.
III.A. Two-dimensional Thin Aerofoil Theory
Several options for the aerodynamics can be used. For an irrotational and incompressible two-dimensional flow, the aerodynamic model is given by the classical theory of Theodorsen. This is a reasonable assumption because of the low-speed characteristics of the wind tunnel used in this work.
The total aerodynamic loads consist of contributions arising from the section motion, flap deflection, and the penetration into a gusty field. The aerodynamic loads due to an arbitrary input time-history are obtained through convolution against a kernel function. Since the assumption is of linear aerodynamics, the effects of the various influences on the aerodynamic forces and moments are added together to find the variation of the forces and moments in time for a given motion and gust
The supscripts m, f, g indicate, respectively, contributions from the aerofoil motion, trailing-edge flap rotation, and gust interaction.
III.A.1. Influence of aerofoil motion
The resulting force and moment coefficients for any arbitrary aerofoil motion in pitch and plunge are formulated as
The Wagner function, φ w , accounts for the influence of the shed wake, and is known exactly in terms of Bessel functions. For a practical evaluation of the integral, the exponential approximation of Jones 18 is used
where the constants are Ψ 1 = 0.165, Ψ 2 = 0.335, ε 1 = 0.0455, and ε 2 = 0.3.
III.A.2. Influence of trailing-edge flap rotation
The increment in aerodynamic loads for any arbitrary trailing-edge flap motion depends on the rotation, angular velocity, and acceleration through the following relations
III.A.3. Influence of gust encounter
For the response to an arbitrary gust, the lift and pitching moment coefficients can be computed from
The integration uses the exponential approximation of the Küssner function
where the coefficients Ψ 3 = 0.5792, Ψ 4 = 0.4208, ε 3 = 0.1393, and ε 4 = 1.802 are from Leishman.
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III.B. Residual Formulation
The coupled system of equations resulting from combining Eq. (2) with the aerodynamic loads is integrodifferential. It is difficult to study the dynamic behaviour of the system analytically. In addition, most of the methods for studying nonlinear systems are developed for ordinary differential equations. The mathematical procedure to avoid the convolution integral term has been applied to several systems in the literature. It is essentially based on defining additional variables and equations describing their evolution. Following the approach of Ref., 20 the system of integro-differential equations is recast as a set of ordinary differential equations in first order by defining eight aerodynamic states and their dynamics
The size of the coupled aeroelastic model is 12, and consists of 8 aerodynamic states and 4 structural states. The trailing-edge flap rotation is used as control input. In the results presented in this work, it is assumed that the gust disturbance is null. Define the state vector (of dimension 12),
then, the coupled system of equations is
a A useful tool for the calculation of w ′ j , for j = 1, . . . , 8, is the Leibniz integral role: 21
It is convenient for the remaining part of this work to recast the above set of equations in a matrix-vector form
where u represents the flap rotation, δ. The coefficients of the above aeroelastic system are detailed fully in the Appendix at the end of this manuscript. This allows to setup the numerical model starting from the baseline aeroelastic parameters of the pitch-plunge aerofoil described.
IV. Control Strategies
Two control strategies based on pole placement and feedback linearization are used in this work. A detailed derivation of the feedback linearization is now presented.
IV.A. Feedback Linearization
Feedback linearization
22, 23 is a widely used method in the control of nonlinear systems. The method is based on providing a nonlinear feedback to the system that effectively eliminates the nonlinearity and also applies a linear control strategy, such as pole placement. This method is used to control the nonlinear aeroelastic model detailed above.
In the work presented in this study, the gust disturbance is considered null. The trailing-edge flap rotation, δ, is the control input to the system. The nonlinear state space form of Eq. (13) is restated as
Note that these equations treat δ, the flap angle, as the only input to the system, whereas its timederivatives, δ ′ and δ ′′ , are treated as time-varying quantities which are part of the system. They are neither inputs nor state variables. The terms δ ′ and δ ′′ may be computed at each time step using a backward Euler finite difference method, using the values of δ for the present and previous time instants. The terms λ and γ arise from the linear combinations of rows 2 and 4 from Eq. (13).
IV.B. Pitch Output Linearization
Let us consider input-output linearization of the above model. The standard procedure is presented in many texts, including the ones referenced above. The present model consists of a single input, and therefore a single output is also chosen. Choosing the pitch degree of freedom as an output
Note that this output also forms the first co-ordinate, z 1 , in the linear domain. Following the standard input-output linearization procedure, the above expression is repeatedly differentiated until the input term appears, whilst substituting from Eq. (14) at each stage. 
Denoting the above equation concisely aṡ
the system in linear co-ordinates can be formulated as
and the actual nonlinear control input is
The artificial input ν α can be used to design a controller to achieve pole-placement, which is the objective in the present work. In this case, ν α will take the form
where g 1 and g 2 are appropriately chosen controller gains. The actual input u will then implement this pole placement, while simultaneously eliminating the nonlinearity. It is evident from Eq. (19) that the linearised sub-system has dimension 2. Since the dimension of the full system is 12, an un-linearised portion known as the internal dynamics remains of dimension 10. Stability of the internal dynamics is a pre-requisite for overall stability of the closed-loop system. This in turn can be ensured by verifying the stability of the zero-dynamics found by setting to zero the co-ordinates corresponding to the linearised sub-system (in this case z 1 and z 2 ) in the internal dynamics expressions. The latter may be chosen arbitrarily, such that the derivatives of each co-ordinate with respect to x is orthogonal to g, resulting in the normal form of the equations being acquired (in the normal form, the system inputs will not appear in the internal dynamics equations, making the zero-dynamics uncontrollable).
The transformation between the nonlinear and linear domains, T zx is given by
where 
Using this transformation, the zero dynamics is derived as
where f 2 (z),f 4 (z) in the above equation are the second and fourth rows of f (x) in Eq. (14), specified in terms of z, with z 1 = z 2 = 0. It is evident that the zero-dynamics are nonlinear, and one must ensure their stability in order to verify the feasibility of the controller in Eq. (20) .
The implementation of the nonlinear controller is shown in the block diagram of Fig. 5 . The terms e 1 ,e 2 indicate the first and second columns, respectively, of a 12 × 12 identity matrix. 
IV.C. A note on Plunge Output Linearization
In principle, any of the 12 states can be used for feedback linearization. The motivation of using the structural states is because they have a physical meaning and can be easily measured in a wind tunnel experiment. The aerodynamic states, on the other hand, are not measured directly and they depend on the aerodynamic model used. The clear choice is to use either the pitch or the plunge degrees of freedom. For the aeroelastic model setup considered in this work, it transpires that the zero-dynamics for the plunge control are unstable, ruling out the possibility of plunge control.
V. Results
Validation results of the code b used in this work have been reported elsewhere 1-3 and will not be discussed here. The stability analysis of the linear aeroelastic model is first predicted and compared with a set of data available from wind tunnel measurements. This is followed by simulation results for the nonlinear aeroelastic model that are presented for both open-and closed-loop cases.
V.A. Stability Analysis of the Linear Aeroelastic Test Rig
The numerical model was first validated against available wind tunnel measurements for the (linear) baseline aeroelastic wind tunnel rig. The aeroelastic parameters are summarised in Table 1 . A comparison in terms of eigenvalues tracing is illustrated in Fig. 6 for increasing freestream speed. The analytical results were obtained solving for each freestream speed an eigenvalue problem of the coupled full order model. For the wind tunnel data, measurements of the frequency response functions (FRF) were obtained by a stepped-sine forced motion of the control surface. Since the FRFs relate the input voltage applied to a power amplifier of the V-stack piezoelectric actuator to the output displacements of two points attached with the aerofoil shaft, the dynamics of the system as well as the dynamics of actuators/sensors are included in the measurements. 
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Analytical results are in good agreement with tunnel measurements. For increasing freestream speed, the damping of the coupled system increases. At the flutter point, which occurs for a speed of U L = 17.63 m/s, the damping ratio becomes negative and a coalescence of the pitch and plunge frequencies is observed. The predicted flutter speed compares well with the value of about 17.5 m/s extrapolated using the flutter margin method 24 from available measurements. This value, however, is extrapolated from data at lower speeds and is affected by uncertainties. 
V.B. Open-loop Simulations of the Nonlinear Aeroelastic Test Rig
The aeroelastic parameters of the nonlinear aeroelastic wind tunnel test rig are summarised in Table 2 .
Results considered in the remaining of this paper are for this nonlinear configuration. The non-dimensional stiffness coefficients that describe the structural nonlinearity, β ξ and β ξ 5 , were obtained by converting the coefficients K ξ 1 , K ξ 3 , and K ξ 5 in Eq. (1) in the non-dimensional form in which the aeroelastic system equations are expressed. The linear flutter speed of the nonlinear aeroelastic system is found at 16.24 m/s. Thus, the freestream speed for the simulation is chosen to be slightly above this value, at 17 m/s. An initial condition α 0 = 5 deg is prescribed, and the simulation is run for a total time of 5 s. The resulting open-loop response is plotted in Fig. 7 . The nonlinear model above the flutter speed exhibits limit cycle oscillations. This is attributed to the fact that the structural nonlinearity acts as a hardening spring and prevents the aeroelastic response to become unstable. The response can be eliminated by applying feedback linearization, and the poles of the linearised system set as desired. Before designing a nonlinear controller, a linear implementation for performance comparison is investigated. In the case considered in this paper, a pole placement technique based on a pole placement algorithm first presented in Ref.
25 was used to add damping to the eigenvalue associated with the pitching mode and the linear controller was integrated together with the nonlinear system dynamics. The open-and closed-loop eigenvalues of the system for these flow conditions are shown in Table 3 . The necessary control feedback K to achieve the specified closed loop eigenvalues in Table. 3 is given in non-dimensional values in Table 4 . The unstable eigenvalue with the small real part related to the plunge motion is not moved and this is done for direct comparison with the nonlinear controller. In this way, the efficiency of the linear controller for flutter suppression is tested by keeping this unstable mode and separating the pitch from the plunge mode by moving the pitch eigenvalue.
The closed-loop response of the nonlinear system in this case is given in Fig. 8 . The system exhibits LCO under the linear controller implementation and this can be confirmed also by the time history of the required flap rotation. As a result one can assume that the nonlinear system cannot be stabilised by keeping this unstable plunging mode and move only the pitching mode as the unstable plunging mode becomes dominant of the system's response.
V.D. Closed-loop Simulations using Feedback Linearisation
Before the application of feedback linearization, the stability of the zero-dynamics in Eq. (24) needs to be verified, as described in Sec. IV.B. Simulating the zero-dynamics at the same freestream speed chosen above, a stable response is found for the particular parameters of the nonlinear wind-tunnel aeroelastic model. In fact, it is found that the underlying linear system of Eq. (24) is also stable, as the real parts of all eigenvalues are negative. Thus, one may conclude that partial feedback linearization of the aeroelastic model based on pitch output is feasible. The pole-placement requirement is set to assign a natural frequency of 1 Hz, and a damping ratio of 0.25 to the pitch mode, resulting in a closed-loop pole of -0.01617±0.06263i. In the linear version of the openloop system, these quantities were 4.8 Hz and 0.1886 respectively, with the open-loop pole of the pitch mode being −0.05855 ± 0.3049i. Subsequently, the required controller gains, g 1 and g 2 are found as 4.18·10 −3 rad, 3.23·10 −2 rad, respectively, and the artificial input computed according to Eq. (21) . Assuming knowledge of the system nonlinearity, and also availability of the other state variables, the actual nonlinear input, e.g. flap rotation, may then be computed using Eq. (20) . The resulting closed-loop response is shown in Fig. 9 . It can be seen from the closed-loop response that the required pole placement of the pitch mode was achieved. The flap deflection angles required to implement the nonlinear controller are expected to be feasible in the experimental rig, as the rotation angles are within ±8 deg. Furthermore, it can be seen that the (uncontrolled) plunge mode also decays to zero, as do the remaining (aerodynamic) uncontrolled states, which is a reflection of the stability of the internal dynamics for this particular choice of control output.
VI. Conclusions
This paper extends previous work done on a wind tunnel aerofoil test rig at the Universty of Liverpool. A concentrated hardening nonlinearity has now been incorporated into the originally linear aeroelastic system, which gives rise to LCO when the system is simulated above its linear flutter speed. Two methods of controlling flutter have been simulated, both of which seek to implement pole-placement. In the first method, the nonlinearity was not incorporated in the design of the controller, and the control law thus designed was implemented on the nonlinear system. In contrast, the second method, namely partial feedback linearization, implemented a nonlinear control law that eliminated the nonlinearity from a chosen output and applied the desired pole-placement on a sub-system composed of this output. A comparison of the closed-loop response in both cases revealed that whilst a marginal improvement in response was evident in the first case, the nonlinear controller was able to eliminate the LCO, assign the desired poles to the pitch output and drive the response of the closed-loop system to the origin.
Whilst the application of feedback linearization to an aeroelastic system is in itself not new, the present work utilises a more detailed aeroelastic model than has been done in similar previous work. Thus, the possibilities for implementing such control using this model in conjunction with the wind-tunnel rig are exciting, and are hoped to yield valuable insight into control of nonlinear aerolastic systems. of the flap relative to the aerofoil chord, and for a coordinate system located at midchord are expressed as
